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PRESIDENT TRUMP'S SENIOR ADVISER STEPHEN MILLER APPEARS ON 'HANNITY'
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DeVos confirmed as
education secretary, Pence
casts historic tie-breaking
vote
Published February 07, 2017 · FoxNews.com

NOW PLAYING

Pence casts historic tie-breaking vote to confirm DeVos

School choice advocate Betsy DeVos was narrowly confirmed Tuesday as the next
education secretary despite deep opposition from teachers unions and other groups,
after Vice President Pence intervened to cast a historic tie-breaking vote.

ADVERTISEMENT
Pence’s vote marked the first time in American history a vice president has broken a
tie on a Cabinet nominee’s Senate confirmation – and the first tie-breaking vote by a
VP since 2008. Pence was compelled to cast the vote after two Republican senators
– Susan Collins of Maine and Lisa Murkowski of Alaska – joined all 48 Senate
Democrats in opposing DeVos.
“The Senate being equally divided, the vice president votes in the aﬃrmative and the
nomination is confirmed,” Pence said, stepping into his role as president of the
Senate in a brief appearance on Capitol Hill.
With his support, DeVos was confirmed on a 51-50 vote.
Devos was sworn in later by Pence in a ceremony at the vice president's ceremonial
oﬃce, which he called "the easiest vote I ever cast."
The confirmation of the wealthy GOP donor will mark a sharp change in philosophy
at the helm of federal education policy, given DeVos’ history boosting alternatives to
public education.
“She’s led the most eﬀective school reform movement of the last 30 years,” Senate
education committee Chairman Lamar Alexander, R-Tenn., said moments earlier on
the floor, shoring up DeVos' Republican support.
Democrats mounted an all-night speaking marathon railing against her nomination in
the run-up to the vote, questioning her experience and ties to charter schools
though their opposition combined with lobbying eﬀorts by teachers unions were not
enough to block her.
"Mrs. DeVos demonstrated a complete lack of experience in, knowledge of and
support for public education. She was unable to address basic issues that any New
Hampshire school board member could discuss fluently," said Sen. Maggie Hassan,
D-N.H., whose son has cerebral palsy but studied in public schools under a federal
law that guarantees access for disabled students. Several Democrats questioned
DeVos' commitment to and understanding of that law.
But Republicans accused Democrats of slow-walking DeVos and other qualified
nominees to placate liberal base voters who still haven't come to terms with
President Trump's election.
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"[Democrats are] trying to humiliate and embarrass some of these nominees," White
House Counselor Kellyanne Conway told Fox News earlier Tuesday, saying DeVos is
committed to education.
"It seems this gridlock and opposition has far less to do with the nominees actually
before us than the man who nominated them," said Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky. "Enough is enough."
In addition to DeVos, Republicans hope to confirm a series of other controversial
nominees this week. They successfully broke a Democratic filibuster Tuesday
afternoon on the nomination of Sen. Jeﬀ Sessions for attorney general. The 52-47
vote sets up the Alabama Republican for likely confirmation Wednesday evening.
The Senate Veterans Aﬀairs' Committee also endorsed physician David Shulkin to be
veterans aﬀairs secretary, sending his nomination to the full Senate.
Also awaiting floor votes are GOP Rep. Tom Price of Georgia for health secretary
and financier Steven Mnuchin for treasury secretary.
In each case Democrats intend to use the maximum time allowed under the
Senate's arcane rules to debate the nominations, which may result in a late-night
votes this week and delay Mnuchin's approval until Saturday.
Republicans complain that previous presidents have been able to put their Cabinets
in place more quickly. Democrats say it's Trump's fault because many of his
nominees have complicated financial arrangements and ethical entanglements they
claim they have not had enough time to dissect.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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1PatriotSoldier

2 hours ago

So if DeVos revamps education to include charter schools, how we will
feel when kids start going to Islamic Charter schools?
Like

Idahojones

Reply

8 hours ago

Another Cabinet position sold.
Like

19yrstogo

Reply

10 hours ago

Glad that got it done. Now they can move on to complaining about
somebody else.
1 Like

Lmgtexastoday

Reply

11 hours ago

As a parent of five children (current ages 21 - 32), I was witness to the
continued decline in the quality of our public education system. Rather
than the demise of quality teachers, it was more the result of the
terrible administration of those school systems and our local and state
school administrators bowing to the various demands of the latest
quirks from the federal "govern"ment. Government schools (aka
"public schools") like most things "government" are typically under
performing. We need a "re-do" on the whole concept of public schools
where it seems teachers "teach the tests" and "teach to the lowest
common educational level of a class of students." The bright students
and those who want to learn suﬀer because of the under performers
and the students who are disrupters in the class.
2 Like

blackbear33

Reply

12 hours ago

New eyes can be a great commodity. And it doesn’t take someone
internally experienced in the sad failure of our public school system at
large to grasp that change is needed. How many truly think many large
inner-cities in America need changing and that those internal to that
situation have not been able to modify much there? Ms. DeVos is
going to rock n’ rock the educational establishment and that’s good for
America’s children and their parents.

9 Like

Meteorman1958

Reply

12 hours ago

From what I read about what she did in Michigan, the
outcome has not been good for students. It's been great for
the for profit charter schools.
Do a little research before jumping on the "it doesn't take
experience" wagon.
1 Like

TrueAlien

Reply

12 hours ago

@Meteorman1958 With all of the things liberals/
"progressive"/ Obama's people are doing on
Education and U.S. youths in 8 years:
Just to prevent the momentum is enough for DeVos to
be qualified. Don't even need anything else, but more
is better of course.
5 Like

Ricksxfile

Reply

12 hours ago

@Meteorman1958 you've jumped on the wagon
before, she has stepped one foot in oﬃce, your
judging prior to anything being done. She may have
changed and she may have to implement guidance
that is not liked, just to be able reach these inner city
children, giving them the education they've earned
and deserve!

No Child Left Behind!
3 Like

TrueAlien

Reply

12 hours ago

"... our children's futures should not be decided by their Zip
Codes."
Congratulation, Mr. Vice President!
TruAlien. xD
7 Like

TobasscoBill

Reply

12 hours ago

Great News put an end to ten year skunk teachers.
6 Like

Freyr

Reply

12 hours ago

Great. Now we have someone who has never gone to a public school,
didn't send her kids to a public school, doesn't know what goes on in
a PTA meeting, and thinks we should be providing funding to folks
going to private schools. - Will those schools have the same rules as
public schools or will they cherry pick?
1 Like

shortdangerousbooks

Reply

12 hours ago

@Freyr So we have someone who went to GOOD schools
instead of crappy public ones. Trump and I went to Ivy League
Schools, are we less or MORE qualified to run community
colleges? You don't emulate and reproduce failure.
8 Like

Freyr

Reply

12 hours ago

@shortdangerousbooks @Freyr She has never run
anything in her life. If she had a speck of experience
building and running an organization that might be
diﬀerent. She has no context. She paid for the
position.
1 Like

shortdangerousbooks

Reply

12 hours ago

@Freyr @shortdangerousbooks BALONEY.
Obama had no executive experience, never
had a job, managed no one, served on
committees, community organizer. He wasn't
even a person, just part of groups.
She is FAR more qualified than Obama, the
least qualified President in history. He grew up
outside the continental US, knew NOTHING
about this country.
8 Like

Freyr

Reply

12 hours ago

@shortdangerousbooks @Freyr Time to
move along now and find a new bogeyman.
Obama is gone and we are now talking about
gross incompetence in an incoming Secretary.
Deal with the current.
Like

Ricksxfile

Reply

12 hours ago

@Freyr , Oh, you mean like Lizzy "Borden"
Warren paid for her position and like
Hildabeast tried to do and failed. If Warren
had a brain, she be really dangerous!
6 Like

Meteorman1958

Reply

12 hours ago

That's not what they're saying in Michigan.
1 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

11 hours ago

@Freyr @shortdangerousbooks Barack
Obama had zero experience running anything
in his life before you elected him POTUS and
lionized his a saint. Both Clintons and
Barack Obama were put in oﬃce by HUGE
Wall Street and Pharma and Soros type
donors.
You really don't see your hypocrisy, do you ...
or are you just shameless?
3 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

11 hours ago

@Freyr @shortdangerousbooks THIS, from
the same people that blamed G.W. Bush for
everything including their ingrown toenails for
8 years???? Come on, you can do better
than that!
2 Like

Lmgtexastoday

Reply

11 hours ago

Are you referring to Devon or Obama? Just
wondering!
Like

sherrb1158

Reply

11 hours ago

@Lmgtexastoday I don't know anyone
named "Devon".
Like

davidgoldhho74

Reply

1 hour ago

@sherrb1158 @Freyr @shortdangerousbook
s yea obum the fraud of frauds didn't even
have experience but he said he would serve
his senate term, he admitted he didn't have
experience. And biden and hildabeest both
mocked obum for "no on the job training"
what a joke obum is and was. Biggest fraud
hoax illegal with fake records. I hope obum's
fraud ss id's issue comes up soon because he
has 5 and the one he used most often to
commit IRS FRAUD is from the dead guy in
connecticut. He and bill ayers love to use
dead people for their fake records and lies.
Like

shortdangerousbooks

Reply

12 hours ago

I found out where the lying media gets its inspiration:
“We must be ready to employ trickery, deceit, law-breaking,
withholding and concealing the truth. We can and must write in a
language which sows among the masses hate, revulsion, scorn, and
the like, toward those who disagree with us.” — Vladimir Lenin

6 Like

redswamp

Reply

12 hours ago

Sounds like the Trump/Conway/Spicer playbook to me.
Like

sherrb1158

Reply

11 hours ago

@redswamp Really? After eight years of Obama you
have the nerve to say that? In my entire life I have
never seen the vitriol and race division like what we
have after 8 years of the Divider in Chief!!!
1 Like

adultskeptic

Reply

13 hours ago

US high school students rank 17th in education ranking among the top
50 nations for quality of education. The US also ranks first among
those nations for the cost of public education. We have the teacher's
unions to thank for both those rankings.
6 Like

oldbear

Reply

12 hours ago

@adultskeptic The US places 28th in the OECD rankings.
When you look at US Asians only the US is in 1st place. When
you look at US whites and Asians the US is in 5th place.
When you factor in Hispanics we drop to 15th place. When
you factor in African Americans we drop to 28th.

We have a crisis in the African American community. Most US
schools are doing a fine job. Instead of putting in programs
like no child left behind and race to the top that impact all the
schools, we need to focus on the African American community
and figure out how to fix it. Stop throwing money, tests and
regulations at suburban schools that do not have a problem
and focus on the real problem.

Our current approach is like trying to fix a broken leg by
treating the whole body with wellness. Its the leg that is
broken. Fix the leg.
2 Like

Freyr

Reply

12 hours ago

@adultskeptic Not in Massachusetts. We compete on an
international level. How about having the southern states pick
up their game, fund public education, and the scores will rise.
How about the parents in those third world states take some
interest in their kids education and demand results, spend
time doing homework, have less emphasis on football and
more on the library.
2 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

11 hours ago

@Freyr @adultskeptic How about the liberal Blue
States take a bunch of the illegal alien and DACA kids
from Mexico and Central America oﬀ of our hands that
they have FORCED upon our communities with their
left wing open border policies??? How about the $9$12 BILLION per year that the illegals are costing
Texas taxpayers alone?

Try reading my response post immediately above
detailing the extreme strain upon our taxpayers
because of the these Democrat policies.
1 Like

adultskeptic

Reply

13 hours ago

The big winner in this issue was the children. Teacher's unions are for
the teachers, and the students have no one looking out for their
welfare.
7 Like

Freyr

Reply

12 hours ago

@adultskeptic Gee, I thought all kids have parents who have
legs to stand up and advocate for their kids. Places where
their is parent involvement there is no problem. Take
responsibility.
1 Like

sunnybrk34

Reply

13 hours ago

Reading down the article titles lately:
Fox News' snarky comments, against President Trump, are making
them, no diﬀerent, than the tantrum throwing, leftist libbies!
As a, now former, BOR message board member, after many years, I've
lost a great deal of respect for Fox.
But then, I read that the head of Fox, is a big time DEM. Go figure!

1 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

13 hours ago

@sunnybrk34 Unless they get radical or really in your face it
doesn't really matter to me, as I don't trust ANY of the media
any more. Everything has to be taken with a grain of salt and
checked and double checked by the individual reader before
believing anything.
3 Like

BillyPillgrim

Reply

13 hours ago

If opposed by Unions then her appointment was the right thing to do.
5 Like

bttr_trth

Reply

13 hours ago

Finally our children won and the Teacher's union lost.
Long.........long..... overdue !!!
9 Like

SSBN738G

Reply

13 hours ago

Ironic. DeVos gets confirmed and now, out of the blue, democrats are
sold on the benefits of homeschooling.

What a bunch of hypocrites.
8 Like

zeelander

Reply

12 hours ago

@SSBN738G This is so they can "promote" it later when they
direct all Dems to pull their kids out of Public Schools under
the label of "Home School" to show the world that the Reps
Public School answer is wrong... thus destroying the
Education System which has been their intent for decades.
1 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

12 hours ago

@zeelander @SSBN738G Well, they'll get a huge,
rude surprise! Home Schooling is a very big job with
a huge time and lifestyle commitment and endless
paperwork and certification hassles. You have to be
really dedicated and have a lot on the ball to pull it oﬀ
and meet all of the requirements.
I doubt they'll many of them will have that level of
dedication.
2 Like

expatriada

Reply

13 hours ago

I paid public school taxes for many years and paid for my children to
get an education in private parochial schools. So happy that I did. The
boys got a quality education.
11 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

13 hours ago

@expatriada Same with our family. There is no comparison.
Decades later, I use more skills, knowledge and values that I
learned in my Catholic primary and secondary education than
that of my University education.
5 Like

sunnybrk34

Reply

13 hours ago

@expatriada We did the same thing, even though we aren't
Catholic. Those nuns were the best!
Great education!
5 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

13 hours ago

@sunnybrk34 @expatriada Most Catholic schools
have been run as "Judeo-Christian" schools for
decades now. I was Catholic, but a large portion of
the other students attending were Jewish or
Protestant or of no denomination. Catechism and
Catholic mass attendance were only expected of us
Catholics, but open to anyone by choice.

There was also a Temple and non-denominational
chapel provided for those who wanted to take
advantage of them. (At least it was that way at my
High School, which was an all girls Ursuline Academy.)
No religious activities were required of any student.
2 Like

shortdangerousbooks

Reply

12 hours ago

@sherrb1158 @sunnybrk34 @expatriada
Einstein was an atheist at any early age,
refused to get bah mitzvah. So he was kicked
out of Jewish school, went to Catholic
instead. That's where the lie that he was a
bad student comes from.
Note that Catholics will accept an atheist,
Jews and Muslims will not.
1 Like

sherrb1158

Reply

12 hours ago

@shortdangerousbooks @sherrb1158 @sun
nybrk34 @expatriada I didn't know that ....
what an interesting story!

Absolutely, on your point about acceptance
between the religions, with the exception that
I have known quite a lot of Jews through the
years and I have always been a welcomed
visitor participant at many of their holiday and
family celebrations and know a couple of
people that converted to Judaism for
marriage. I don't know what their stance is on
atheists, however.

Like

redswamp

Reply

12 hours ago

@expatriada And my son went to outstanding public schools,
got an excellent education, went to a highly competitive
college, has a coveted job in Silicon Valley and is a good
citizen and loving father to boot. I'd say the public schools
served him well.
Like

uncdig

Reply

13 hours ago

Poor babies - they still haven't figured out that they lost all their power
when they backed Hilary
7 Like

mtrelles

Reply

13 hours ago

The poster child for putting DeVos in oﬃce is Maxine Waters.
Obviously a product of public schools I'd like to know when she
believes Russia invaded Korea.

Hope Watters can interview Waters on the subject.
5 Like

MisterModest

Reply

13 hours ago

Wow, Trump's been in oﬃce less than a month and the US getting
back it's pride that the Shuck-n-Jive president Obama lost.
7 Like

mebedebtfree

Reply

13 hours ago

@MisterModest Is that white PRID?

Like

MisterModest

Reply

13 hours ago

@mebedebtfree @MisterModest No, it's national
PRIDE.
4 Like

Reply
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